Patch-voltage-clamp method for measuring fast inward current in single rat heart muscle cells.
A patch-voltage-clamp method was used to measure fast inward ionic currents in single heart muscle cells. 1. Theoretical analysis including computer simulation has shown that the method provides fast settling of membrane potential (within 10 microseconds) and reliable voltage clamp on the tested membrane patch when the area of the patch is 200-300 times smaller than the area of the whole cell membrane. 2. The transient time at the I-V converter output is increased up to 70-75 microseconds due to the stray capacity in the I-V converter feedback. When fast-response operational amplifiers are used in the set up this transient time may be decreased to 30 microseconds by partial restoration of the high-frequency components of the signal. 3. Experimental data have shown that the ionic channel population in the membrane patch of about 5 micrometers in diameter is on the one hand large enough to directly observe integral ionic current and on the other hand small enough for the fluctuations of ionic current to be appreciable. This permits the method to be applied to ionic current investigations both by classical methods and by statistical analysis.